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Mapping out the problems of a hungry Earth
By Adamowicz, Rodwln, and Stone
Hunger is a pervasive problem which no country has managed
to escape entirely. Still, because the general standard of living
in the Western and Soviet-dominated worlds provides the basics
for most of their peoples, it is the Third World that is really
suffering. It is the Third World that does not have enough to eat.
It is the Third World, including India and nearly all of Africa
and South America, where most people live today.
That there are many suffering from hunger need not be
dwelled upon; it is enough to recognize that the problem is real
and pressing. Those addressing the problem today, rather than
aiming to provoke feelings of guilt in the well-fed, focus instead
on why the problem exists and what can be done about it: in
short, the diagnosis and the cure.
In an effort to draw on the expertise in residence at Connecticut College, the College Voice interviewed a group of
professors who are personally and professionally interested in
the problem of hunger that the world faces today.
Initially, it is important to recognize that in promoting
awareness about hunger, we need not become preoccupied with
suffering pangs of guilt. "Guilt is a lousy motive for anything,"
David Robb stressed. Robb suggested that in fact gui;; is actually counterproductive, a phenomenon pecuiiar to those
liberals concerned less with the needy than assuaging their own
consciences.
In diagnosing hunger as a malady, several roots were emphasized by those interviewed. Don Peppard (Ass't. Professor
of Economics) and Robert Proctor (Associate Professor of
Italian), both politically oriented, surrounded the issue of

h.LUSTRATION BY MAX MOORE

hunger with a politico-economic framework.
Using Latin America as an example of the Third World,
Proctor stated, "Latin America has to go it on its own. It must
break away from the multi-national corporations that force
production of industrial goods over necessities. These countries
do need socialist revolutions, that is, they need a truly
democratic political and economic order." Hunger, Proctor
implies, stems from the disposition of Third World underdeveloped countries, caught in the web of trade, to gear their
struggling economies to production of cash items. This amounts
to a misallocation of scarce resources. Were such countries, in
reorganizing politically, to stop feeding multi-national corporations, capital and labor could be funneled into the growing
of food, not for overseas consumption, but for the indigenous
population.
Peppard offered a similar analysis. Agriculture, he notes, is a
business. In the international market, food is available but it has
a price tag. The United States in particular produces a
significant surplus of food. Yet channeling this surplus into
foreign aid takes a back-seat to using it as an asset to balance
the nation's account books. For example, Peppard referred to
the Russian grain deals of Nixon's administration, concluding
that they were arranged in part to balance our trade deficit. Of
course to supply the tremendous volumes of grain to the Soviets,
who could afford to pay theri way, food had to be diver ted from
aid programs to underdeveloped countries, who simply can't
pay the tab. This, said Peppard, is typical.
India is a conspicuous exam Dieof the hunger problem. India's
continued on page 7
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This Christmas vacation:

DHang
DFight

around the house.
crowds on ski slopes.
~ Go to Europe.

$260 roundtrip. Reserved seats. No standing in line.
Take advantage of National Airlines' new "inter-National" fare from New York to Amsterdam this vacation.
This is not a stand-by fare. It's on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight. It's a
guaranteed reserved roundtrip seat with inflight meal service. It's on a big, beautiful National wide-cabin DC-lO jet.
So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds
on the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the Paridiso orVoom, Voom, two of the wildest discos
east of Studio 54? Come with us to Amsterdam. It's one of the most student-oriented cities in Europe; it's where
English is everybody's second language.
National's "inter-National" fare is good on a substantial, but limited, number of seats on every National
New York to Amsterdam flight starting December 13. Just pay for your tickets when you make your reservations
(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable if you change or cancel reservations.
Fare subject to change without nofice) See your Travel Agent now or call us at 1-800-327-2306.

The bigger we get, the brighter we shine:

TM Natoner

Airlines

es
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MAX MOORE
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When a new editor takes the reins in • coUl!Ile
public.tion the word ch•• ge arises frequenUy. The
rhetoric involved with the word cha.ge can be boring.
tedious and often lead to • lessening of credibility. I would
therefore like to first point thOle .. peets of the College
Voice that I wish to continue.
The CoUege Voice has attempted to arrive at • format
that will provide high .ccessibility to the entire College
Community. The Newsmagazine format will continue
with possibly. few alter. tiona. Investigative features will
remain the backbone of the magazine. The CoIIl!IleVoice
wiU ccntinue to tnveetigate all faceta of the CoUl!Ile
Community.
The Newsmagazine in future issues will .ttempt to
delve deeper into many of the problems that have sur·
faced as a result of our investigations. There will be articles dealing direcUy and indirecUy with Ille at Connecticut College and in New London.
The College Voice urges any feedback from all members of the College •• s .t times we will undoubtedly be
regarded as somewhat controversial.

November

If you want to be considered .. adults
you had better clean up your acts Iu
more w.ys than one. I will .dmit that
there are some studenta that do aeem to
.• ct more mature than others. but If you
people think that the Grounda Dept.
enjoys cleaning up after you chlIdren
you have another thing coming. AU you
people have to do is asIt the students
work for the grounda dept. and they will
teU you how hard they and we wort to
keep your Campus in gond ahape, but
you people seem to hate aU thIa wort we
do. Wh.t you don't or won't recognize ia
that it is your parents who pay for It
with your riaing tuition costs whleb
include dormitory space, grounds
space. and c1.. s room destruction that
you people do.

James Polan

Se.I.r Wrller
MICHAEL SITI'ENFELD
News Editor

About this Issue

ALLEN MOORE
Euterlalume.t Editor
NICOLE GORDEN

sports Editor
DAVIDFIDERER
O~Ed Editors
STEVEN SHAFFER
THOMASUSDIN
Business Managers

JOANNE BALTZ
ERIC OSTROFF
Bu.lnesB Staff

PAUL COSTA
SUSAN COURTNEY
HELENEKEO
SARAH GOLDSTEIN
LETTYSELKOVITS
PrOOuctlon Staff
RANDI CHUDNOW
MARYBETH DUGAN
NANCY GARLOCK
ANNE ROCHE
SETH STONE
ROBIN WAXENBERG
LISA WESTERBERG

I have worked with the people at the
Physical Plant for over two years and
they are some of the finest men and
women anyone could ever be aaaociated
with. let alone wort with and f.r.
Not SO long ago thIa Campus was
known worldwide for Its beauliful
foliage and weU-kept grounds but in my
opinion you students have sold out or Iu
other worda: your school has lost the
r.ce for the Campus Beautiful Award of
the Year.

ThantYou.
Joseph A. Parant

VIII

Circulation

JOHN AYERS

~NSIBE OlJ

A basic
lack
of
food
throughout vast portions of
the globe has provoked a
movement
aimed
at
reforming production and
distribution
of foodstuffs
through education. Oxfam
is such an organization
.

Consultants
STEVEN GUTMAN
DAVID STEWART
EVAN STONE

Divest
Vuyo Ntshona.
a South
African, is frustrated
with
the ephemerality
of the
President's response to the

Voice Is an editorially

Independen'
published

I have both read and h..... d that when
you leave high scboo\ and enter coIll!lle
you are supposed to be considered an
.dult, so if you people want to be
treated as adults you better start
proving yourselves to a Jot of people
(people who run BlJd lIUI/lIWn yo ...
school). AI for a1anderlD& a penon or
per so. 's credibllily.
someone had
better think over hia statement.

Andrew ROOwi,

Photogr.phy Staff
TERRY GREENE
TATIANALOPUClllN
WENDY WEEKS
BERNIE WEISS

The Call ...

If I were. student I would first take a
really gond look at myaeU and peen
before doing anym.re destruction and
cutting down of anymore of the worllera
and people who run thIa or any other
school you plan to go to. So. either clean
up your act, grow UP. or pay for it with
your tuitio n,

Ours is • well-fed society. Few of us have been
genuinely hungry. day in our lives.
II is the intention of those sponsoring the Hunger Week
on campus to make us aware that much of the world
h... 't achieved our position of comfort. The developing
countries. lumped under the abstract rubric "Third
World." suffer from. basic I.ck of fond•• realiam that
we. with fond markedly abundant, do not remain conscious of.
Clearly it is useless to merely "feel guilty" about world·
historical circumstances that have evolved over the
course of time and into which we are flung at birth. Rather
than suffer guilt •• self-indulgence. we can instead each
.pproach the problem with • conatructiveness ihat can be
scaled to m.tch our own personal concern. Perhaps some
will be so struck by the pl.igbt of the Third World that they
will engage in service to help those suffering people
c.ught in the bind of poverty. such as by worki.g for
groups like the Pe.ce Corps.
Just the same. others m.y not respond with such
determin.tion. but it is hoped that their bottom line will be
to remain .ware of the problem. And thia. no doubt. will
spill over into the form of their personal lives. ThOle who
do nothing more than .ppreciate the value of fond, and
whose attitudes and h.bita reflect their .ppreciatlon
perform • crucial step in the recognition of the need for
reform.

People Editor
B. ROBERT NORMAN

news

wukly

magiline
during

p•• ~6-7

the

academic year. All copy Is studentwrl«en unless specifically noted.

Unsolicited materia' Is welcome
but the editor doeS not assume
'responsibility and will ,..turn only
thOSe .ccom~nled by • sramped,
$~f-addressed envelope. All copy
represents

the

oplnkWI

Of

I, 1178

To the EdItor:
1bia is to thooe studeota who enjoy
slandering the hard workers of the
Physical Plant. There are thooe of you
who would like to think of youraelves as
Adulta. weU maybe some of your are.
but in my opinion there are some
stude.ta here still in the AdoIeae... t
stage.

the

autnor unless st.tes otherwIse.
The Coli... V"ce
shJdent·run,

I."

non.proflt organization.
Edltorla' Offices are located In
Room
212,
Crozler·Wlllllms
Student Cen'er. Mailing address;
Box 1351, Connecttcut
College,
New. LondOn, Ct. 06320. PhOne:
(203) ....2-5391, Ext. 236 or 391.

Citws
The product of civilization
is urban life. The Voice
assembles a broad survey
of the
Urban
Affairs
Department
and a real
"sleeper" in the college

p.=-
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college investment issue.
and urges action in the
form of disvestiture;
on a
different
tack.
Mike
Adamowicz
goes back to
Immanuel
Kant
to
determine what the moral
obligations
of the College
really are.

p.8
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A Iter_tive
Education
B7 RebID Bro_

Forum
Analysis

By Alexander

Reid Brash

This past Wednesday night President Oakes Ames beld his promised student
forum. Approximately 100students came to listen to the President's address, as
well as most of the administration hierarchy.
Throughout the talk President Ames proved himself to be a master of vagueness
and generalities, displeasing few, but pleasing fewer. When questioned closely
about the lenure procedures and policies be said that student out-put was very
welcome, however be contradicted himself by first saying that a single, well
thought-out, letter would be belpful, and then by saying that one person's opinion
was but a minor cog in the evaluation wheel. Concerning the school's investment
posture in relation to corporation with boldings in South Alrica. be ststed that the
college's bank bad an ethics committee, "tbough they aren't really a live wire."
He further said that the college's morals ought to be considered. Naturally all will
concur that Connecticut College's morals ought to be considered above those of the
25 million blacks in South Africa. Who are we?
Jon Goldberg asked President Ames why; iflbe a<ltnill1litr"atIol1'
is 80 1lOjli!ll. were
several decisions, conceming the hockey rink made in direct conflict with
suggestions presented by three different committees? Ames explained it away by
saying that "there were major oeveiopmenta between May and september," also
because building costs were escalating. But building costs are perpetually rising.
and further. wasn't the student body promised that the rink would be available for
concerts and parties? Will this be practical, or even permitted, in a residential
area?
When queried about the scbool's long term aims, and wbether any departments
might suffer, the President digressed from the specifics to insure the audience that
the college was maintaining its goals, and it would strive to sustain excellent
departments. Asked to specify if the dance and art programs were suffering. be
stated that for this year they may be. "but haven't they improved since ten years
ago?"
Throughout the forum there was a feeling of evasiveness, and unfortunately
most students appeared reluctant to follow up on their questions and pin down the
President on blI answers. Jerry Carrington and Jon Goldberg were perbaps the
most determined of all. yet even so wben Carrington attempted to get a firm time
commitment from President Ames concerning a redefinition of the room-entering
policy. all Ames would say was "very soon."
Finally wben asked bow be believed the students and faculty perceived him,
President Ames merely laughed.
Thus I walked away from the "spectal" student-president forum with a feeting of
cheapness. The real issues and concerns of the students were deftly side -stepped.
and few real facll were given. The forum was certainly a nice gesture to the
student body. but one which was unfortunately bollow. It would be pleasant to see.
in lbe future. a better informed studentaud1ence. and a more open president.

The New York Times hit eager enthusiasts on Monday. Nov. 8. for the
fIrst lime in 89 da,.. With a circulation
of 900.000copies per day, '!be Times iI
the third largest newspaper in tile
nation and tbe most prominent
newspaper in the east. '!be News which
circulates 2 million copies lithe largeat
newspaper in the country wilb the Loa
Angeles Tiines running a close secood.
The strike began on August i. when
the publllbers assigned new wort rules
to the press rooms. '!be new rules were
a result of the Times rennovating the
production system in order to cnmpete
with the suburban dailiea. Because the
dailies are soaking sucb a large percentage of readerablp and advertlalng
revenues from lbe Timea, the Timea
felt it must lay off press room worlte ...
(stereotypers. pressmen. paper ban-

dlers, and macbinllllJ to cut coat..
Upon bearing of tbeae new laws, the
pressmen went on strike. Eacb of the
1.5011
pressmen belongs to a preaamen's
union. and cbose to oppose any commitment to the Times until tb2 worItera
received a wage increase and the
pressroom laws were repealed by the
publllbe .... The reault of this strike was
that 10.000 worke ... were put out of
wort. $100,000in adverliaing revenues
were lost by the Times. and tile dailies
were further allowed to encroacb on the
advertising market.
On Sunday. Nov. 5. the pressmen of
the Times aareed to the new contract
that guarantees work for all 1.508
membe ... until 111114
and a pay increaIe
of $88 to start at the signing of the new
contract. Finally. the New York Timea
is pubillbing again.

'!be B. P. Learoed Houoe II a drop-in
center for kids of New London, aaea ~
14. A majority of ill fundinl comea
from Trusll and Founds tiona. altboulh
it is also q1ported by tile United Way.
the Frank LoomlI Palmer Fund, and
personal and corporate contributlona
Traditlonall7 eacb dormitory frnm
Connecticut College baa made a
Christmas
contribution.
wbetber
tbrougb dorm funds, ~r by taking up.a
collection from indlVllluaI studenll m
lbe dormitory.
Eacb day after school, lbe 25-30 kids
living near 40 Shaw Street come to
Learned House. Some of lbese have
paid lbe minimal membership fee and
belong to Learned House but all are
welcome. and if ever a discrepancy
arises. John Kasbanski. Executive
Director. smooths it out. There is a pool
room complete with three vool tables,
and a game room with a multitude of
board games.
A typical day would start out,
weather permitting, by throwing a
frisbee around, or perhaps swinging on
the swings. There are always kids
shooting haskell or playing stick ball.
Indoor activities include story-teUing,
painting. and arts and crafll; Learned
House suppliea most of the materials.
The kids bave made papier macbe
masks, pirate ball and super bero
masks with the belp of Connecticut
College volunteers. Christy Martire. a
senior here at Conn, is the volunteer
coordinator.

requiring automobllea to take an annual emmllion test, will not correct the
problem completely. The DEP is
looking into the possibilitiea of stricter
rules on carpooting. busing, and the
construction of improved railways and
limited acces bus lanes, for the new
plan.
Citizen participation is welcomed and
encouraged. The DEP and the Connecticut Lung Association will sponsor
a symposium on Nov. 15.in New Haven.

SGA defense

sparked
By Eric SCboenberg

The last item of discussion on the
Student
Assembly
agenda
for
November 1st was by many accounts
one of the most beneficial discussions of
this year's assembly. The catalyst for
the discussion was an article that appeared in The Spark of October 27lb
entitled "SGA: An Evaluation." The
artical was bighly critical of both the
structure and the level of discussion of
Student Assembly. Although many of
the specific points went unanswered at
this meeting, the general tone of the
article was closely examined. The
result was a seemingly bealthy selfevaluation.
The main point of several Assembly
members was that Assembly is a bardworking body. charged with lbe duty of
overseeing mucb of the day-to-day
student activities, While mucb of this
may seem trivial, individual issues are
important to various segments of the
campus. To the charge that students
aren't aware of Student Assembly work .
with important issues, members
responded that they were doing all that
they could to make student government
open to the student body.
. ~
An example of this was provided
earlier in the evening in a report from
the Student Health services Advisory
committee. Althougb this committee is
in a posilion to effect significant
changes in Health Services on campus.
For the last six years. two pollutants.
few students respond by presenting
carbon monoxide and ozone, have been
constructive crticism.
at higher than acceptable levels in the
The prime benefit of the discussion
Connecticut atmosphere. Last week.
was to make Assembly aware of their
lbe Department
of Environmental
own shortcomings, so that they might
Pollution released
statistics
tbat
focus their work more productively for
revealed a serious air pollution
the benefit of all.
problem is prevalent in the state and
Executive Board presented their
will continue if action is not taken.
written response to the Spark article in
Carbon monoxide bolds a potential
wbicb tbey outlined
botb tbeir
threat because it replaces oxygen in the
philosophy and their accomplllbmenll.
blood stream and if air II taken in with
The letter pointed out that Executive
a high carbon monoxide level. fatigue.
Board's philosophy was 10 increase
heedaches, and impairment of vision
communication and cooperation betcan occur.
ween all segments of lbe community.
Ozone, the other pollulant.lI the most
Specific examples of this were cited:
dangerous in the state of Connecticut.
tile President's forum, the Trustees
It's notoreity stems from ozone's forum, Financial Aid forum. studentcontribution to chronic lung diseases.
Faculty
discussions,
increased
eye and throat irritation, and other
reporting of Student Advisory comnspiratory problems.
mittees, and student government inBoth are warm weather pollulants.
volvement in community issues.
Ozone result. from a mixture of bydro
. carbons and nitrogen oxides during the
sunlight hours. Most of the carbon
monoxide in the atmOlpbere is a
product of motor vehicle exhaust.
POJH!
The DEP baa shown that Connecticut
must revise ill regulatory laws on
pollution sources in order to meet the
federal air quality standards. By July I.
Pope John Paul II II breaking
this new plan must be submitted to and
wilb tradition. At a recent conapproved by the federal government.
ference in lbe Vatlcan. the new
The two major sources of air pollution
Pope mixed and joked wilb a
are automobiles and factories and
group of 2.000 journalllll. One of
Connecticut must decide to cract down
the questions put forth w...
on either or both of these.
would the Pope continue blI
. At tbe moment. Connecticut is
favorite sport of skiing? To tblI
regulating the pollution of stationary
he replied, uu they let me."
sources, s~h as factories, IIfairly
In attendance
was John
well," accormg to the asalatant director
Wobtyla. a cousin of the Pope
of air compliance. He predicts that a
(formerlyCardlnal Wobtyla from
further lightening of reauIaliona would
Poland>. John Wobtylalla native
lead to a reduction of economic grnwtb.
of Detroit.
working on tbe
Consequently,
Connecticut
will
aasembly line of the Cbryaler
probably focus on motor vehicle conCorporation.
trol.
A new law going into effect next year.

Losing in

the ozone

More
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Scholars of the eity
By Jobo EogJaDd aDd Mary Wrlpl
Cities today are a focal point of our economic, lIOciaI8IIdpolitical activities, and it
is predicted that cities will keep thia dominant poaItioDin the future. For thia reuon
it is important for students to COIlIider the field of urban affain, in some capacity
during their college career, in order to comprebend 8IId functioo in an urbanized
society.
The Urban Affairs department at Coonecticut College, cbaired b)' AlIt. Prof .......
Don Peppard, hoots a dynamic combinatioD of studies integrated to give a student a
composite ,new of the city. An urban affaira major bas the opportunity to ell8mine
the fields of economics, government, sociology, architecture, history and
psychology through an urban perspective.
The Urban Affairs major, besides beinll diversified on C8ffiptll, bas many advantages after graduation. Because of the broad ~ure
one receives, an Urban
Affairs major can be very attractive to many employers. A graduate may be
prepared for a job in city goyernment for work in: economic development, housing,
redevelopment,
community development,
transportation
planning, fiscal
management, personnel and labor relations, or overall city management. On a state
level, the same kinds of jobs for an urban specialiat are available whether It be for a
state agency, advisory commission, or legislative or executive starf positions.
The private sector also has positions for people interested in Urban Affairs.
Businesses need expertise in urban dynamics, the urban market, or urban political
structures. Business associations need urban experta for research and lobbying aid.
"Think-tanks" also use urban specialists. There is also a large number of urban
consulting firms specializing in everything from grantsmanship to street design.
Many smaller communities hire consulting firms on retainer to do their planning
and grant work.
The urban affairs background allows entrance to a number of graduate programs
which can expand one's career choices. With such a vaired undergraduate experience. an urban affairs major could be a good candidate for law or business
school. The most obvious grad school program is urban studies or urban regional
planning. Many schools, in all parts of the United States, offer thia type of program.
Other possibilities are business (MBA) or public (MPA) administration. Both
programs can be geared to those interested in city management. Public Policy is
another degree program through which Urban Affairs majors can fulfill their urban
career goals. Law. especially planning law. is a new and growing field for an urbanist. One can also go on in the ares one may have concentrated in at Conn. such as
economics or government. Architecture, with the proper drawing and math skills,
can also be an alternative for grad school.
As one can see, the study of urban affairs is diversified, as is its application in
government and the private sector, and is concerned with equipping an individual to
deal with the highly urbanized society in which we live.
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The internship or field warlt experience is an inUlgral part of any
urbon affairs major's course of study. The student warlta 8 to 10
hours per weelt under close supervi8ion as a para-professional in an
- agency where he or she can receive some experience related to the
field in which he or she is specializing academically. Thia can range
from doing community organizing for a tenants or welfare n.hts
organization to helping the city manager of New London prepare his
budget The student is responsible for writing a summary of hia or
her experience at the end of the semester.
The internship can be
fulfilled during a semester, the summer, or under the alUpices of
another institution.
Below are three examples of internships held
by students from Conn:
Last year for my junior year, lattended the
Dynamy-Clark
Institute
(now
called
Citisemesler) at Clark University in Worcester,
Mass. Dynamy is a program for Urban Affain
and other city oriented majors to have an extended internship with related seminars and
course
work.
I worked 28 hours per week in the City
Manager's Office of Planning and Community
Development (OPCO). Iwas placed in the
Economic Development section of OPCD to work
on a compendium of economic statistics as part
of an economic base study for the city of Worcester.
Iwas responsible for collecting and compiling
data on manufacturing, retail and service sales
and employment and other relevant data and
analyzing it through the use of urban economic
models. It was a challenging educatioonal task.
Uound working in a city office and doing city
work an invaluable experience in achieving my
goal of attending graduate school for an MPA
and becoming involved in city management.

Mary Wright is graduating in May and Is
applying to gradlJQte
programs

in Urbon

Affairs and Public
Administration.

A major force in the creation of the "reform"
City-Manager form of government was an attempt to remove the ''politics'' fn>m the
"business" of running the city. As an intern to
City Manager Frank Driscoll in the Fall of 1977,I
was able to observe bow this is not alwaY8 the
cue

in-New London, What mates

New London

such a line laborstory lor Urban Allairs majors
is that on the one hand redevelopment and
renewal have given the City a face-lift, and on
the other hand, New London has maintained oldfashioned, machine -s tyle, personal politics.
My internship brought this dichotomy to the
fore. Throughout the semester one of my functions was preparing the "Consent Motions
section of the weekly agenda. The Council meets
each Monday night, and because they have· so
many items to consider, these Consent Motions
enable the Council to pass all those motions no
one opposes simultaneously and unanimously.
My other primary function was compiling
information about 50Connecticut municipalities'
Persomiel merit systems. One of the propositions
in New London's 1m election was an ordinance
creating a Personnel Board for the City. With
much help from Mr. Driscoll and his secretaryright-hand-woman, Pat Bolles, I wrote thia
Ordinance along with an accompanying letter to
the seven Councilors with the results of the
research.
Jf

Steven Gutman is graduating in December
and is applying to Business Schools.
Team teachers (I. to r.} Samets,

Arms, Peppard, Develin and Cibes

TIw only way to go•••VA 150
One way to develop an understanding
of the city and its various ''varying
complexities" is to take the course being
offered next semester, Urban Affairs
(UA) 150, Contemporary
American
Cities. Funded by part of the $200,000
Mellon Grant intended to promote in·
terdisciplinary courses and programs of
study, the course was first offered last
year, and because of its overwhelming
success, UA 150 will be offered again.
Contemporary American Cities is an
interdisciplinary approach to the study of

the urban enviornment.

Professors

Arms, Cibes, Peppard, Samets and
Devlin have teamed up to offer their
individual specialty and perspective on
the City. Among the oopics studied are
the architectural
evolution of urban
areas; the pbysical, lIOciaIand political
impacts of urban renewal programs; the

economics of housing programs; jnd the
psychological responses of people to their
commjnities and their pbysical enviornment.

The semester is divided so that each
professor has about two weeks to present
his or her urban perspective. Mr. Peppard serves as the link between the
different sections, and as the Urban
Affairs advisor, he also arganizes and
coordinates the course. 'lbe variation of
teaching styles and subject matter are
major reasons the course haa such an
exceptional reputation after only one
year 'of being offered. Not only is the
class taught by a new face every two
weeks (Mr. Peppard attends every classhe says he wouldn't mias a cIaas for
anything), but occasional outside lectures, movies, and Mr, Arms' slides
further
supplant
the traditional
classroom setting and methods as well.

I am presently working for the City of New
London in the Housing Conservation Program
<RCP), The program is the only housing office in
the City. Funded by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and the Community
Development Program, HCP offers low-interest
loans to people repairing and rehabilitating their
property within the City limits. The program
serves to beautify the City while simultaneously
restoring the tax base.
My function at HCP is larger than many in·
terns because I work 14hours a week, by choice.
My duties essentially deal with the application
and qualification process. I take preliminary
data, request building inspections, compile
verifications of mortgage, employment and bank
deposits, obtain credit reports and legal
descriptions, and then calculate loan and grant
qualifications. Once the data are all together, the
actual rehabilitation process can begin. I have
found the internship extremely rewarding and
truly an educational experience.
John England gradlJQtes December, 1979,
and is applying to gradlJQtc schools also.
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Fasting ... slow progress
on the food frontier
By M.r....d 01_
Many Americans are used to abundance. AJJ consumers in a well.. tocked market
place, many of 118 ralber euily equate freedom wilb lbe luxury of selecting wllicb
commodity we will purchase next. Food has become a commodity to us, ita
production, distribution, availability, and coat detennined by demands of lbe
international market and not by !be needa of lbe people some of whom are hunarY.
and malnourished, in lbis country and elaewhere. In fact, two-thirds of lbe people
in lbe world are hunarY, a staglerlnl figure. If moat countries have lbe scientific
knowledge and lbe means of production necea&arYto make food available to lbe
hungry, why lben is lbere hunger? Perhaps becall8e lbere are confll8ed priorities.
In lbe United States, for example, we have learned how to grow a square tomato,
one wllicb won't roll off conveyer belts. But we haven't lbereby chosen to learn how
to Ret a wee-1lJ'OWD
(round or olberwise) tomato into every needy human hand.
'To faat is to chonae to learn. In lbe final sentences in lbe paragraph above 1used
lbe pronoun we. But we consumers do not make lbe decisions that affect food
production and distribution in Ibis country or throughout the world. Knowing Ibis
some assume we are powerless, others that we are not responsible. Others feel
guilty, and some don't care. Fasting, however, is a way of learning more about
hunger, a serious global problem in which we are, if only by our ignorance, implicated,
AJJ an individual act, faating is more effective when it is not undertaken as an
easy means for 8 "fat American" to achieve selfpurification or self-punishment.
Fasting may be an act of self-elarification, but it is not guilt-lripping. And when we
choose to fast together collectively and choose to share that experience, lasting
"""nmes a religious and a political act which can affect a community deeply. By
identifying wilb hungry people everywhere and by studying what causes hunger in
society and what alleviates it, we may poaaibly begin to ael,to address lbe
problems concretely and personally, helping others in the community and beyond
to do so, too.
While I fasted last spring wilb others in lbe New London community, I read
Francis Moore Lappe and Joseph Collin's bonk, Food Flnl, a bonk which helpa to
lift some of lbe veils lbat surround isaues of world hunger. Lappe and Collins
believe lbat hunger is not simply caused by overpopulation or by natural
calamities like drought and flood. Each country, they say, has lbe resources
necessary to free its people from hunger. Hunger is overcome less by Food Banks
and Green Revolutions lban by a transformation of social relationahipa into a
demccretlc economic system controlled by people and not by profit. Lappe and
CoUins amass consjderable information to show how "food security" is always
I

r

I

weakened when economic power is concentrated

profits by lbe generation of scarcity and lbe internationalization. of food control.
Ilbink lbatlbose who fast should not ignore lbe role of Amencan capitalism,
which must continually seek markets for profit,whether lbe commodity be food or
something elsoe. American multinationals, with the cooperation of lbe governments and large landowners in lbe olber countries, exploit lbe underdeveloped
nations. Food is taken out of peoples' hands while lbe profits go into lbe corporate
pockets. In central America and lbe Carribean countries, for example, 70 percent
of lbe children are under-nourished while 50 percent of the agricultural land is used
to grow export crops. In Columbia, landowners plant carnations for export, not
wheat to sell to locai people. In Sinola, Mexico, more tomatoes are grown for
American tables lban com for Mexicans. In 1973,38out of 40countries classified by
the United Nations as "moat seriously affected" by inflated food prices exported
food to the United States. Even in Ibis country, agriculture is controlled by the
large conglomerates. When lbe small farmers are squeezed out, landlessness and
joblessness increase in rural areas, and hunger increased for lbe poor m rural and
urban areas whose produce must come by jet from California, Chile, Nicaragua ?r
wherever. These randomly drawn facts indicate, I think, some of lbe changes m
social relationships lbat are necea&arYif we seriously want to end widespread

il

America

Temperat
agricultur(

American
characteri.

hunger.
I have been speaking of how faating and related study may lead to an increaaed
political and economic awareness. Fasting is a symholic act, a sign of solidarity
wilb lbe oppressed, a recognition of inequity and injustice. But it is of course different from lbe hunger of lbe impoverished, who do not choose lbeir hunger. And
yet fasting is a valuable experience if from it one learns to imagine lbe
deprivation,loss of energy, andloas oflife others suffer not by choice.
The fast on November 30 at Connecticut College will also give us an opportunity
to make a small material contribution towards the reform of syaterns which cause
hunger. Personal contributions aa well as money saved on food preparation in the
dorms will be donated to Oxfam, an organization cemmitted tc developing
agricultural self-sufficeincy in underdeveloped and exploited countries. Countries
which have introduced land reforms and economic eontrol by workers at the local
level have been able to feed lbeir own people more adequately than before. China
is such a country, and there are olbers. The fasting at Connecticut College can be r.
material support to lbe hungry as well as a symbolic act of Identification.
AJJ a child I was told to clean my plate for lbe sake of the starving millions. It
makes more sense to fast because of them, to identify with them, to act. consciously.

and to serve life.

into the hands of an illte which

...:)

Perspectives on Hunger
up and coming
Beginning on November 13, lbe Connecticut College
Chapel Board is sponsoring "Perspectives on Hunger,"
a senes of discussions, lectures, rums, and presentations
on the global hunger problem. The series is designed to
help inform lbe college and local community on isaues
relating to hunger, overpopulation, and Third World
development. The schedule of events is as follows:
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8 p.m. CROZIER+WILLIAMS MAIN LOUNGE
PERSPECTIVES ON HUNGER- A discussion exploring
lbe systemic causes of hunger and underdevelopment.
Leading lbe forum are Edward Brodkin of lbe History
Dept., Rolf Jensen, Instructor in Economics, Mary Clark,
Instructor in Government, Stanley Wertheimer, Associate
Professor in Mathematics,
Bob Proctor. Associate
Professor in Italian, and Margaret Gihaon, a local poet.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
WILLIAMS MAIN LOUNGE

16, 7 p.m.

CROZIER

DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA- Srikanlb, Oxfam Field
Director for South India will speak on development work
in India. Srikanlb represented Oxfam in Allra Pradesh,
India after a double cyclone devastated lbe village. His
work with Oxfam involves working wilb villages in lbeir
efforls towards long-term development. Srikanlb is a
native of Bangalore, India, and has been speaking about
development in the U.S. lbis fall.
His presentation will include a slide show.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 8 p.m. DANA HALL
Film: BOTTLE BABIES- "Bottle Babies" is a widely
acclaimed documentary on lbe problems of formulafeeding in lbe Third World. Nestle, s nultinational corporation, expanded marketing of infant formulas to underdeveloped nations. "Battle Babies" depicts some of
lbe destructive side-<lffects of Western marketing of lbis
product.

\

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 'EI, 8 p.m. DANA HALL
Film: '900 MILLION AND ONE- This film addresses lbe
overpopulation problem from lbe perspective of one
Indian father.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 4 p.m. SMITH LIVING
ROOM
OXFAM-AMER1CA - A slide presentation and discussion
on development work done by Oxfam, an independent
self-help organization. A representative of Oxfam will
lead.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 8 p.m, BILL HALL 106
MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS IN THE THIRD
WORLD- Larry Simon, Director of Development
Eduation, Oxfam-America, will speak on the role
multinational corporations have in Third World nations.
Mr. Simon will direct his commenls specifically towards
acase study on Gulf and Western Industries. Mr. Simon is
a former Dean at Fordham University's Institute for
Third World Studies, and has lived in Latin America and
in lbe Caribbean. His most recent study has centered on
multinational corporations in underdeveloped nations.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30
FAST FOR A WORLD HARVEST- Connecllcul College ill
participate in a fast. The money saved through the fast
will be donated bv the college to Odam-America to help
that organization fund its development and lelf-belp work
in underdeveloped.

nattons.

Songwriter, singer, and political activist Bill Crofut will
be lbe center of eventa on campus throughoutlbe day.
All events are wilbout charge. For furlber information
please contact Bill Kavanagh, Box 683, Conn. Collegr
06320phone: 447-1055or campus ext. 420.
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Hongry Earth
continued fro. p. I
plllttern of development typifies much of the Third World in that
there has been a switch in the economic ~
of the country fr?m
subsistent but slef-sufficient peasant farmlDll to a snowballinll
urbani zation. Yet clearly even if India is to emulate the
prosperous urbanized w... tern world, it still haB to feed I~,
A lack of the proper technOlogy haB prevented It from dolDll
so' Not only is 40 percent of the stored grain eaten br rodets,
mentioned Mr, Mukergee (ABS'tProfessor of EconomiCS), but,
spread over a large part of Asia, India haan't develo~
the
modern methods of transporlstion needed as a vehicle for
distribution.
.
Edward Brodkin (ABS'tProfessor of H1Btory)emphasized that
India's immoderate weather poses a seriOUSthreat to Its cropo.
Again India hasn't developed the means, like irrigation through
canal~, to regularize the effects of nature.
.
.
Both Brodkin and Mukergeelinked hunger with the gathermg
tide of overpopulation. According to Brodkin, about one-sh'th of
India's population, or tOO million people do not have a sufftc~ent
diet. Both professors note the difficulty in Implementmg birth
control in India with its resistant population.
All of which, 'maintained David Robb, make~ the. need for
transfer of agricultural technology to countn .... like India
especially urgent. Robb believes that ~verpopulation ISrooted in
the fetters of poverty in which the Thtrd World fmds itself. The
poor have large families to assure the readiJ.t~ of labor for
farming which is labor-intensive. A large family IS also a form
of social security.
.
Only when such farmers are given the education and equipment to (arm in a modem, productive manner, con~ue:d Robb,
will population rises slope off, as a result of the securIty inherent
in a higher standard of living. The hnk between standard of
living and capital-intensive m""'!s of productiO~ 18 tacu. What
concerned overseas aid groups, like Oxfam believe th~proper
course is, concluded Robb, is to make available 8l1flcultural
technology, rather than simple crates of food. In thIS way underdeveloped countries learn to help themselv... and can

rica is the "bread bas"et" of the world.
perote
climate
and a sophisticated
'ultural technology have combined to give
rican "agribusiness"
the efficiency that
:lcterizes modern industry.

I

become

self·sufficient.

Aid: seeding the land~
not stocking the pantry
economies - often does not alleviate bunger;
misdirected, this kind of aid frequently disrupts

By Bill Kavanagh
Somewhere the tears and agony are stored into the
chest of thunder

farmer's markets and reduces recipients'

motivation

to work.

Successful development programs must recognise
that people have to be allowed to manage their own
affairs and create their own destiny. Education,
appropriate technological support, and progr ess ive
economic

assistance

can

811

address

this

goal.

Politically and economicaily conditional aid rarely
does, neither will a disruptive "dole."

Oxfam in action
"Actions healing as the rain ..." We all sense that 88
citizens of the richest and most powerful nation on

Earth, we have an obligation to be a part of the
'heaiing process. But how can we translate that sense
into substantive

and sustained

action? How can we

give aid?

With respect to developmental issues, overpopulation, hunger, andoppression,the key may be to
let respect for human dignity guide us. Too often, in
our attempts to be "charitable," we citizens of the
industrialized West have taken a paternal attitude
towards the Third World. Economic aid programs
have often been tied to East-West power struggles,
military alliances, trade dependency, and attempts
at hegemony.
Aid cannot be successful if it is not addressed
specifically to conditions in the nations it is aimed at.
Some Western-sponsored aid organi za tions approach
developing nations as though they were merely needy
carbon-eopies of developed countries, desiring only
nassive Infusions of technology and industry. utner
assistance schemes see development as contingent on
:he recipient nation ''Westernizing'' by adapting
:ultural and economic systems to the pattern of industrial growth which took place in Europe and the
U.S.
Development

programs,

if they lack vision,

can

actually preclude self-sufficiency for their recipient
countries if they produce dependency on aid, rather
than independent growth. For example, the practice
of pumping food shipments into agricultural

By Fred Hooven

Traditional food relief organi za tions such as CARE
and USAlD often a ttempt to relieve hunger problems
through massive shipments to underdeveloped
countries. Although their intentions are good, in
many

cases,

these

organizations

undermine

the

progress of nations they wish to help; when free food
is available, self-sufficiency is discouraged and
fragile economies are often disrupted.
Oxfam (Oxford Famine Relief) is a development
and self-help organization founded after World War 1I
with the stated prurpose of providing aid to European
refugees. Since then, Oxfam has developed into an
international organization that provides funds and
technical assistance
for self-help efforts in underdeveloped
countries.
Oxfam-America,
with
central offices in Boston, works independently of the

U.S governeoment in aiding Third World countries at
the regional and village level.
Oxfam operates in the philosophy that the world
hunger problem is partially a result of misused labor
and envir Jmnental resources: and only through
proper education in food production methods- and
efficient labor orgamzation can underdeveloped
countries hope to survive independently. Food relief
is only temporary. Rarely does it help put a starving
nation back on its feet. People of Third World nations
need the skills required to better utilize their own
resources.
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OPINION

Ethics knock on doors of Fanning
Adviee from
~itizen Kant

Blaek sheep in
~ollegeportfolio
By Vuyo NUhona
.
I must commend the article written by David Stem and Lex RicharcltJon brthe
Co\\e&e "o\.~e dated \\-'1. It certainl,. could not have come about any sooner. It

dealt with.an urgent iaaue that affecta millions of people areound the world and
specifically 25 million black South Mricans, Unfortunately. despite ita urgency
and the moral and eithical questions it rai .... it has up to now failed to touch even
the barest sensibilities in those venerable liveral arts institutions that proffe ..
such high idealism.
The question may well be asked, '·Who are we trying to kid?" Perhaps with the
establishment of the College liason Committee on shareholder responsibility some
positive steps will be taken instead of the hypocritical verbiage we have come 00
expect- As Meaars. Stern and Richardson suggest. it is time to put our money
where our mouth is.
My purpose in this article is not to rebaah what has been said before but perhaps
elucidate some points for consideration in a humble attempt to implore the gentlemen in Fanning. studenta and faculty to contribute in their small way to correct
a social injustice. We are all aware of the college's investment commitments in
South Mrica. butleaa aware of the vile system we are unwittingly being a part of
and helpers in ita continued perpetration.
South Mrica is a society in which a minority of some 4.5 million. aided by its
western cohorts. effectively oppresses a majority of over 25 million blacks, They
achieve this by denying basic political and economic righta. I am reminded of an
interesting analogy used by Donald Woods the diaaident journalist who escaped
South Mrica, He states, "An analogous situation would be where the people of the
State of California claim the right to rule over the entire United States. Blacks
comprise over 80 percent of the population. Almost 80 percent of all blacks live
below the poverty line. Whites may apply for any job; blacks are reatricted to
certain jobs regardleaa of their level of skill. The state spends $340 each year for
educating a white child. and only $30 is spent on a black child. South Mrica has
been divided into white and black areas. 13 percent of the land is reserved for 25
million blacks; the remaining 87 percent ia reserved for the 4.5 million whites. In
the black areas half the children die before the age of five. Thia death rate is 25
times higher than that of the white population.
How is thia oppreaaion maintained by a minority? South Mrica ia a police state.
Its most ruthleaa instrument of oppreaaion is ita paso laws. These decree that
every black man or woman over the age of 18must carry a paso or identity book
which describes where he or she must work and live. Wtih thia law total control is
exercised over the population. The South Mrican defense fordes are placed beyond
criticixm. There are eight 'no lriaI'laws that have penalties ranjling from 14dsys
. improsonment to indefmate detention in solitary confmement.
Perhaps the most important factor ia the economic connection. In 1976 the
United States lent South Mrica $2 billion. As Senator Clark says ..... in spite of
these conditions U.S. capital and cre<lll nave played a pivitol role in assiating the
South Mrican bout to entrench its policies of racial segregation or aparthied". A
frequent argument put forth in support of continued investment is that it provides
employment. training and learning opportunities for blacks. As a black South
Mrican. I believe the hardship of unemployment can be endured for the greater
goals of freedom. dignity and self-determination. Training and education are of no
consequence if they cannot be used to benefit the country. Furthermore. all the
education thatcould be acquired will never correct the social ills that exist.
In response to a question seeking his opinion on the iaaue, President Ames
replied. "True thVI is a moral question but we must not forgel that our ia equally
moral". Needleaato say. there were no further questions on the iasue.
To the College Liason Committee on Shareholder Responsibility. and to the
entire College Community. I suggest we join the progressive colleges and
Universities across the world. Divest now: Slop dealing in human suffering.

by Mik. Adamowl..
.
The College bas a total endowment of about 12 million dollars. It baa been 8I;d
that forty percent of thia is invested in corporations that trade. in South M~~. Thia
means that Connecticut College baa approximately 4.8 million dollars mdirec~y
suporting the repreaaive government in South Mrica. Thia is no small sum. But 10
relation to the total stock values of the corporations bartering with South Mrica,
Connecticut College's investment amounts to little mo,,<than a pile of sand along a
beach.
.
The question then Briaes, what effect will Conn's divestment have on the multinational corporations in South Mrica. The answer ia none. The College's reproval
of IBM by selling its shares in the company will not influence ffiM's trade practices. Some other buyer will pick up the stocks and ffiM will be just as content to
have him as a stockholder. Conn simply doea not have enough capital to make ffiM
do anything; certainly not somethjng as major as withdrawin!! from South Mrica.
Given this. one wonders why the College should bother do divest at all, ffiM I~ a
blue-chip stock that pays rather high dividends. Conn makes a good profit from Ita
investment. Added to thia, if the College were to divest immediately, it would lose
substantial sums of money. The stock exchange has not been healthy lalto,y.
Corporations such as ffiM have dropped many pointa in the last few weeks. There-·
fore. to sell now would mean a sizable lOSS10 Conn's alreaay small endowment.
The College would profit most by holding on to what stocks it now baa. and certainly would wait till the market rose again if it were to sell at all, That way some
profit could be gained by the venture. But again. why sell at all if it will not influence either IBM or South Mrican government in the least and Connwill suffer
from it?

To answer this I turn to Immanuel Kant's calagorical imperative. This states
that "I ouaht ne~er act except in such a way that I can also will that my maxim
should become a univeral law." Thia is perhaps the most uncompronusrng
morality. Applied to Connecticut College's predicament. over-simplified it roughly
resembles this: "I ought not invest in ffiM et al, as their tacit support of apartheid
cannot ever be reconciled to 8 universal law." Therefore. even though the endowment is notlar,. enough to persuade ffiM to change ita waya. the morality of
the issue f!r not alll!red.- Even-the Indirect involvement by the College in South
African is hostile to human freedoms and morality.

What effect will Conn"sdivestment have
on the multi-national corporations in
South Africa? The answer is none •••other
buyers will pick up the stock •••
Yet one can still ouestion whether it is realistic to exoect someone to follow such
a morality when the degree of culpability is small, There are many iasues that
violate Kant's imperative that have wide spread support. For example, nectear
weapons unleash unfathomable force and will indiscriminately kill the civilian and
soldier alike. There are also many daily acta required to get along in society that
probably violate Kantian ethics in some way. Vet they are necessary in order to
survive. There are multitudes of actions that do not coincide with Kant's imperative to the same degree that Conn's investments do not. But there is much
overt support of these injustices. There is even more passive, neutral response to
these immoralities that have the effect of sctively supporting such ventures hy
their failure to act to correct the situation. An example of thia type of thought is the
"so what-there's nothing I can do about it" attitude.
Rhe latter-call it apathy if you will-is characteristic of much of the second half of
the 70's. There is a growing tendency towards the "new conservatism." This is a
more laissez-faire, individual based era than the late 6O·s.The introspections of the
self and the government have ceased on any large scale. Many of the same injustices of the 60's are still present today. However. they are not manifested in
anything as blatantly immoral as the Vietnam War. America still opreasea the
poor throughout the world. But it doea so in subtler ways. Those in Appalachia and
the third worls still feel the hungers imposed on them by America's exploitative
practices. Some even die from it.
The catch is that now thia is done in the course of routine business practices that
characterize so much of capitaliam. There are not many who will demonstrate and
disrupt the system solely on thia basis. It is not in their beat interests to do so. they
profit from these corporate activities at others' expense. It is easy to turn one's
head away from the victims in another city-even easier when they are on the other
side of the globe-especially when there ia a personal profit in not looking .
Per haps the beat example of thia ia the reaction of many to multinational corporations operating in South Mrica' There is not a whole lot that a single person.
college, or even one large company can do to stop apartheid. So the negative
respon ... to such activity IS muffled. Some gripe about it from time to time but
otherwise little is done. Realiatically. it would take perhaps as much as 50percent
or more of the American interesta in South Mrica to withdraw before there is any
significant effect on South Mrican policies. Even though one might not like
aparthied. there is little he can do and much profit to be made in overlooking it.
The only way to answer this is by returning to Kant. According to hia calagorical
imperative. there is no difference in morality between Connecticut College's investment 10 ffiM and IBM's fmanctal support of South Mrica. Thus the College
must balance the immorality of the matter against ita personal profit in maintaining the status quo. No doubt that many would choose the tangible materialistic
gains of the latter over. the abstract satisfactions of acting morally even with little
effect on the South Mncan governmenl.Xet the moral course is clear-divest from
South Mrica. What remains to be seen is what the College does in fact prize most.
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Grinders • Complete Menu • Pizzas
Talrle
Kitchen Open Daily
'til 1:00 a.rn.

FOR SALE
J973 Triumph Spitfire
Convertible
Rack, Radials,
Good

AM-FM

condition

PHONE 1•.43.4·5315
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CONN GENERAL

ON CAMPUS

Representative trom connecicuf Gener.1
Life Insurance Co. will be on campUS to
discuss careers in the tasurence industry.
Underwriters, data processing, management
trainee, administration trainee & ctetms
trainee.
November

143:30 p.m. Coli",

:
:
-

House

Out
Orders

452 Williams St.
Phol)e 447-0400

.

•••
••
••
••

••
••
••
:

••
••:
••

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
GARDEN SUPPLIES
HARDWARE
••
POTTING SOIL
PAINT, VARNISH,
••
••
KEYS,HANDTOOLS
STAINS LOCKS
••
·Odds & Ends at the foot of th~-hill-;;-••
••
••
••
UNIVERSAL FOOD STORE
•
•••
Cold Cuts Fresh Bakery Fresh Produce •
••
••
Fresh Meats Cut to Order
391 William. St.

Hodg,., Square

AU your party -needs:
ice cold beer.m~ers-chips + dip ••

....... Iv ••

••
••
•

••
••

••
a' the Ito.tom of the hili .. •.. ·:
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Magie.,art and mastery
By StephaDI. zacks
"Magic is an art form as pow.rful
and artistic as ballet, with poetry to it
and much more." These are the words
of a true magician who resides here at
Conn College, This year Conn is fortunate to have at its hands a
remarkable and intriguing individual.
H. is freshman Ben Robinson, and his
.nthusiasm is steering him towards
becoming the world's 22nd master
magician.
Magic in ill true aesth.tlc sense must
be dislingl;ished from tricks. The two
bear no resemblance, as on. might
suppose. Tricks, Ben says, are puzzles.
Th.y are fast things cion. to an
audience to fool them, and they are
intimidating. Th. purpose of magic, on
the other hand, is to enlighten people, so
that they simply accept it as beautl1ul,
wonderful and .njoyabl •. lik. nothing
• lse. And this is what Ben's magic
accomplishes.

The 1Vater of Life

on tap at Palmer
By Dan Nugent
Improvisatory theatre has earned
ilsel1 a deservedly unsavory reputation
in the put two decades, so when a work
like Th. Water of LU. comes a10118,ill
appearance is all the more welcom •.
Th. major annoyances in this type of
theatre, at its worst, lie in the genera!
amateaurtsm of the production and the
fanatical zeal of the performers which
usually amounts to presentations of
inflnit. boredom. Th. Waler of ut~
though occasionally falling into the
traps of didacticism,
uses improvisation to present a dated story to a
modern audience who will appreciate
its relevance today.
Th. play is directed by Eliot Joolin, a
faculty m.mber of Connecticut Colleg•.
Mr. Joslin is a Yal. graduate and has
worked .xtensively in New York during
the 1960's in off-Broadway productions.
Joslin is a dedicated reader of fairy
tales, and it is from this interest that
'lb. Waler of ut. arOle. H. wanted to
express his views on society, on the
competition and ali.natlon which he
sees resulting in an unhappiness .ndemic to the modem world, and turned
to the Brothers Grimm tal. upon which
the play is based as an effective vehicl.
for the theatre. Th. choice of a
children's tale, or at least what iJ
commonly beli.ved to be a "children's
tale", is an important directorial
cboic •. Th. moral becomes all the more
potent when it stems from the simplicity of a fairy tal•.
Th. story is typical of the Grimm
tales in its overtones of violence and
treason. 11 concerns the quest of three
princes for the "Water of Lif.... which
is the only thing that will sav. their
father, the king. Two of the princes
desire this "Water" to win favor with
the king and be granted the klngclom
"",n his death. The third prince seeb
the "Water" only to sav. his father,
without any thoughll as to his own
personal advancement. This prince,
after a long series of tribulations, finds

"~"~"

:

Ben is fortunate because h. has no
disabilities to stop him from becoming
the 2nd master. H. holds the enthusiasm and the right schooling. H.
began practicing magic when h. was 12
and became a pro at 14. His debut was a
disaster, and h. knew then that there
was something more than what h. was
doing. What h. had wasn't it. So h. set
out to. find it and magic bas since
become his entire life and his ultimate
goal. H. is currently "studying to
achieve full understanding
of the
highest theories of the art of magic."
Th. great French magician Robert
Houdin defined a magician

as "an a...tor

playing the part of the magician." Ben
explains, "This is what all of us are,
and how good you are d.pends on 00w
well you act." Those who have been
fortunate enough to see Ben perform
will realise that his illusions are out of
the ordinary. His magic is different in
that it possesses dramatic structur •
and leads to a true feetlng of pur.

.-

.-

:

"

~.,

...~
.

.
f"""'.......
:J; \

this "Water" and his l>ue love, arid lIie
all fairy tales, the story ends happily.
Good vanquishes Evil.
For an .xperimental piece of this
nature, actors with skills in improvisation are cructal, and Mr. Joolin
has cast well. There is a definite spirit
of easembl •• vident in the rehearsals,
OB
some actors working very well in pairs,
and an overall feeling of unity pervades. The actors care ahout the piece
and have put in long hours to achi.v. a
By Juli. Stahlgren
product of which they can be proud.Th.
show begs for ideas. and Joolin enWh.r. does one go after the prom?
courages his group to bring as much of
Some go home, Some head out to a
themselves to the playas they can. For
romantic spot to eventually walch the
instance, there is a scene in which a
sunrise. Some check into a Holiday Inn,
cast m.mber r.lates a rcal dream h.
and a f.w wind up at the Peter Pan
had about a character in the play; no
Motel becaus. it renll by the hour.
interpr.tation is giv.n, allowing us to
"Prom Night At The P.ter Pan
integrate the dream into the playas a
Motel." written and directed bv senior
whol•.
Mark Spina, deals with a guy and girl
This involvement of the cast, an inwho check into the sleezy cheap P.ter
volv.m.nt more .... ntlal than Joolin at
Pan Motel after their senior prom, and
flrst.xpected it to be, can, how.ver, g.t
.xplor. th.ir sexual r.lationship. It
a bit out of hand at times. Joolin says,
begins quite comically a device
"Th. more I step back, the pretti.r it
designed to relax the audi.nce and
g.ts", and rath.r delineates th.ton. of
draw th.m into the situation, and then
his direction with that statement. H.
becomes more serious. uU it bas any
could have perhaps been a bit more
messag., it's to suggest that people
discriminating in the improviaatlons
avoid following s.xua1 scripts. Tb.
tack.d on it' the a1ways-fl.xibl. script.
conflict is one of the conventional VB.
Two scenes juxtaposing life in modem
the nonconventional," says Mark.
soci.ty with the message of the play
The play is sbort - ahout half an hour _
would have been more effectlv. in their
and will be perfor:ned in three-quarters
ahseoc •. And Joolin himaeIf has added
round to conv.y a feeling of intimacy.
small monologues to preface sc.nes
The play is Mark's senior project, and
and sbow us just what to glean from
he has been working 011 the script with
those scenes. It is difficult not to resent
Robert Montgom.ry,
the r.sid.nt
this sort of e<>ndescension, .ven in
playwright at the Eug.n.
O'N.ill
small doses. These, however, are amall
Theater this s.mester. Seniors Geol'll.
quibbles. On. cast-created seen. is
Hayd.n and Mary Conklin portray the
worth the .ntire .vening, "The Wedtwo characters and freshman Rob
ding". Th. us. of visuals in the scene is
Richter is the stag. manag.r. Geol'll.
dynamic and very impressiv •.
also deaigned the set.
Th. Water at We is a play that many
Mark streases that the show is a work
peOpi. should see, if only to be exposed
in progress and not meant to be a
to succeB8ful improviaatory theatre.
perfectly polished productioD.
Th. staging and acting of the play
"Prom Night At The P.ter Pan'
makes it a unique and COlltroveralal
Motel" will be performed Nov.mber 17,
work. Th. play will be presented in
18and 19at8:45in the T.V. Studio in the
Palm.r Auditorium on Nov.mber 17 basement of Palmer. Admission will be
and 18, curtain tim. 8:00 P.M.
50 cenll.

The scoop

the prom

I

magic on behalf of the audience. In
themselves, Ben's illusions are not
necessarily original. It is the element of
the theatrical and the spectacular
which increases the impact his act has

on the audience.
On. illusion Ben performs h. calla
"Birth of Aquarium." Th. theatrical
.ffect is superbly demonstrated. Th.
only prop h. uses to literally produce a
goblet of win. from nowhere is a red
silk scarf. H. has no black cape in
which' anything can be hidden, nor is
there any sort of table or box before
him. The dramatic movement of his
flngers is graceful and artistic. Th.
stag. is brightly lit so the audience can
see .v.ry move h. makes preciesly.
And there is no solution to the illusion
but maa:ic, and the illusion is 80 impossible that the only name for it is
magic. It is pure and spectacular.
Ben writes in a poem, flU you believe,
you will achiev •. " H.rein lies the
beauty of his message to others. H. is
no long.r likely to make mistakes
liecaus. h. has learned from th.m
already. Now h. is out to create art.
Th.re are three goals Ben has s.t for
himself. Firstly, h. wanta to make
people understand this wonderful art
form. Secondly, h. wanll to give peopl.
happiness. Finally (and best of alD, h.
illustrates a message through magic:
"Ev.ryon. has thepotenlial to cIo what
th.y want or what th.y think is im.
possibl •. " Ben personifies this superbly
optimistic in his own theory: "If a
magician can do anything, and all
things are cion. by all peopl., than a
magician is all peopl.; therefore all
people are magicians." Underneath all
of Ben's manifestations is this happy
messag •. When h. performs h. wears
an appropriate symbol on his shirt: a
red heart. This meart is his way of
conv.ying his message to his audi.nce.
People often say to Ben, "You are on
your way to becoming the next
Houdini," to which h. replies very
simply, IINo, I'm the lint Ben
Robinson. "
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The Ecstasy of the

SPORTS

long distance runner
By Manba
Tbe

Wl1ltsml

NCAA Qualifying

meet

at

Fran1<lin Park on Saturday, November
11 cloees out lbe moet sue""""
CI'08I
country season of any in Connecticut

college history. CUrreDt\y bo1dInI u
astounding record of :Ill wins and Iloss,
the er- Country team was able to win
all but one 01 the predicted ''touIb

meets"

of the season.
The one loss came acainst Wealeyu
in late September. by a al\m margin of
four points. Notable wins were 1C0red

"Pig- pile on Fred!"

Campus flflRasties to
flag

flO",R

Bo",' berths
McCarlby. John Krinlts1<y, and a
heallby LarrY Yabts as alternate
receivers;
Larra~'s
defense is superb. John
Krinltaky and Bill Davia play lbe
defensive ends. Bolb command respect.
Krinltsi<Y along wllb Freeman-Park's
Peter capalbo have been lbe best ends
in lbe league Ibis year. Linebackers
McCarlby and CIIriI Colbert are tough
competitors who are not afraid to hit.
Colbert produces a fierce blitz on occasion.
Larrabee bas good overall team
speed, lbe best quarterback in lbe
league, and lbe bext player-<:oacb in
Yahoo. U lbey keep lbeir beads and
play up to lbeir potential, lbey can win
it all.
Freeman-Park
is Larrabee's first
round opponent. Andy Heffner runs lbe
offense and does a good job. A good
runner as well as pasaer, Andy gets the
most out of his offense. Fred West and
Dave (Crazy Joe) R<leenberg are offensive linemen who have a 1<Dackfor
getting open. They make up In desire
wbat lbey lack in speed. Freeman-Park
Ull" several trick plays which may
surprise Larrabee.

By Carter Sullivan and
Jordan Trachtenberg

It appears aslbough Ibis year's Super
Bowl will be a repeat of last year wllb
Harkness playing Larrabee.
Both
teams have proven lbemselves to be lbe
class of lbe league by decisively
beating lbeir opponents.
Larrabee destroyed a good FreemanPark team 35-0. Mark Fillkio was bot as
be threw scoring strilres to Yabts,
Wielgus, and "Wheat" McCarlby.
Harkness displayed its muscle by
trouncing a weak Quad-K.B. team 45-7,
iollowing lbat win with a ~ ron away
over J.A. J.A., despite having lbe
tallest quarterback in lbe league, Jeff
Sado, could not move on offense.
Harkness quarterback Dave Stewart
consistenUy found Beaver Morrin over
lbe middle for large gains.
, In one of lbe most exciting gam .. of
lbe season Freeman-Park dashed lbe
playoff bopes of Morrisson 21-14.
Trailing late in the game 14-7,
Morrisson Ulled BOme razzle-<i8zzIe to
tie lbe game. Brad Rost. after taking a
pitcbout, hit Paul, Greeley in lbe flat
wllb an end over end pass for lbe tie.
Wilb six seconds to play in lbe game,
On defense lbe team suffers. The line
Fred West made a juggling catcb in lbe
is
capable of applying pressure wilb
end zone to win lbe game for FreemanWest and Capalho at lbe ends. Charlie
Park.
Mallon anchors a secondary whicb will
Smilb-Burdick barely eked out a win
be severly tested by Larrabee.
over Windham-Lazarus. John BUllb
The fourlb playoff team is Jane
threw lbe winning toucbdown pass as
Addams wbo will oppose Harkness.
lbe final gun sounded. Tbia halfbackNew quarterback Scott Pollack looked
option play has become lbe trademark
impressive against Momason. Runof lbe Smilb-Burdick team.
ningback Peter Mende1sohn is a threat
The playoffs begin this week wllb
eacb time be toucbes lbe ball. Jeff
undefeated Harkness playing J.A. and
Sado's height makes it difficult for
Larrabee playing Freeman-Park. Here
defenders wbo try to stop him from
is a playoff preview:
catcbiog lbe ball.
The defending champions, Harkn ....
Paul Sabatino, tbe team's best
have excellent size and deplb. The
defensive player, was injured in lbe
offensive line is strong and consistent,
final game against Morrisson. He will
giving quarterback
Dave Stewart
probably play but his effectiveness will
am pie time to hit his targets. However,
be limited. Pass defense is not J.A.'s
Stewart is not fast and can be caught
strong suit. Harkness will make lbe
bebiod the line. The trio -of Carrington,
most of this weakness.
McKee, and Brolley forms a solid backfield, but none are game breakers. The
Harkness offense is capable of putting
Final CCFL Standings
points on lbe board, but an overall lack
of speed is apparent.
On defense lbe line is anchored by
Hugo Smilb and Ted Jones, bolb of
North
whom have had good seasons. Beaver
and Carrington spearbead lbe defen-Larrabee+
7-1
sive backfield; bolb are proven playoff
Freeman-Park+
>-2-1
veterans. On the strength of lbeir unSmilb-Burdick
3-3-2
defeated record, Harkness mUllt be lbe
Morriason
3->-2
favorite to repeat as champions.
Larrabee is a hungry team after last
year's Super Bowl embarrassment.
Soolb
The "Bee" boys are string In several

areas

where Harkness

is weak.

Larrabee
Wle8 offensive speed In
employing a sophisticated
passing
attack. They have used all of the offensive positions in pass patterns lbus
coofWling defenses and producing open
receivers for quarterback Mark (Bil
FiR) Fisklo. LarrY WleiIUS is FilIkio's
favorite target. Look for Buckwheat

Harkness +
Jane Addams+
Quad-K.B.
Windham-Laz.

lH}O

~
2-4-2
1+1

+ Denotes playoff team

acainst a competitive Trinity team in
early October. and acainst a field 01
seven schools in the Barrington invitational beld in early October.
Bolb lbe men and women were able to
outrun Trinity and Eastern on lbe nat
five-mile Trinity course. But really
marked improvement was shown at lbe
Barrington "Pop Crowell" invitational.
where Conn 'Placed its top five runners
in lbe first ellbt !iniahing spots. Colin
Corjery, placing ellblb in lbe meet,
beat Ted FiBber's eilbt-place time of
last year by a full minute.
Experience proved to be a definite
advantage Ibis season. Returning to the
team were last year's most valuable
runner, Ted Fisher and last year's moe!
improved runner, Kevin Shustarl. Aiao
returning was Colin Corkery. a runner
of many years experience wbo holds his
own in lbe face of lbe toughest com-

petition.
Other returning run-. were Andrew RodwIn ud Don JOI8. u eecasional marathon competitor.
Returning women were Muff Tate.
Pam Hlnl<le, and Laura Pbllllps.
Notably,
Tate easily dominated
woman's CI'08I country lbia MUOO,
beating every woman ruDJ>eI' sbe laced.
A1thou1h the men's team is certain\y
respectable,
it is Tate wbo. in
establiahinll a name for bene1f in
women's college erosa-country lbia
season was the moet obvioua suecesa.
New runners include Paul Nen ud
Charlie Kiell. Eilber could star on moet
of lbe teams Connecticut runs acaJnst.
Bolb will be members of lbe nucl ...
around which future Connecticut teams
will form. Other new runners are Craig
Lissner. Mary Ann Tilton, and Carla
Kaull. and Ruttrell Martin. A1thou1h
Martin, a senior, will not be bac1< next
year, be and Jones baCked up lbe top
five runners solidly.
Special credit goes to coacbes Mar1<
Connolly and Char les Luce, who ran
practices as well as lending constant
encouragement. 'I1le b!am'. 8UCCeu is
in part due to lbe rigor of lbeir practices, consisting of ten mile diatance
runs or concentrated speed workouts.
Coacb Luce is elated over lbe succesa
of this year'. team as are the ruunen.
They ~e alilooklng towards an equally
impressive season next year.
I

BlDels eruis
Steve Litwin and Jim Luce
scored overtime goals enabltng
Connecticut
College to defeat
Middlebury 2-0 in the first round
of the E. C.A. C. Soccer champio'!lIhips at ,Mitchell College fn
New London,
.
Middlebury dominated the first
half of playas
they continually
kept the ball in Connectlcutsend
of the field. Conn goaltender Trae
Anderson
was
brilliant
throughout
making
14 so Yes.
Freshman Rocco Damiano led a
strong Conn defense which played
a near perfect game.
At halftime. Conn coach Lessig,
instructed
his team to switch
from a 5-3-2 alignment into a 4-4-2.
This move proved to be successful
as the Camels
were able to
control
second
half
play.
However. each time the Camels
mounted an offensive attack, the
Middlebury defense was there to
break up the play.
Regulation
time expired with
the two teams scoreless. At 5:57
of the first overtime period Steve
Litwin broke away from a Middlebury defender and scored on a
30 yard looping shot which hit the
crossbar before going in. Litwin
later was to recall that he "put
the shot up and didn't know where
it was going." Litwin's goal was
unassisted and proved to be the
game winner.
Less than two minutes later,
Jim Luce eluded two Middlebury
defenders and scored on a H yard
ground shot with his left foot.
Defenseman
Bob
McBride
assisted on the goal This goal
virtually clinched the game for
the Camels.
A crowd in excess of 250, most
of whom were Conn supporter,
attended the game. Never before
in the history
of Connecticut
Coltege sporta has a crowd of this
size turned out to support their

team.

Camels coach Bill Lessig cited
a "solid def~nslve effort" by Conn
as a major factor in the victory.
He had special praise for senior
goalkeeper
G. ae Anderson and

deJenseman Rocco Damiano.

Lessig

referred

to the Camels'

victory as "an awesome

win."

"We played against a very good
team who will be heard from in
the future."
Coach Lessig emphasized that the Camels will be
heard from in the future as well.
Seniors Litwin and Anderson are
the only players who will not be

returning next season.
The Camels were outshot by
Middlebury
26-15. Middlebury
had several
good scoring
opportunities
but each time Anderson was there to make the
save.
II

Colby
College
defeated
the
Connecticut College Camela in the
ECAC soccer /inal.
played
In
Maine on Sunday. The game was
tight, and Colby had to go into
overtime to elle out a HI vlctory.
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A TERRIFYING LOVE STORY
JOSEPH E.LEVINE PRESENTS
MAGIC
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN·MARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.o. ERICKSON
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
SCREENPLAY BY WIlliAM GOLDMAN,
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
PRODUCED BYJOSEPH E. LEVINE
AND RICHARD P. LEVINE
DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
PRINTS BY D£ LUXE TECHNIC<X..OR"
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NOW PLAYING AT A THEATER NEAR YOU
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS

